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ABSTRACT 
In a recent paper, M.Z.M.C. Soares [3] introduced the concepts of Chebyshev radii and centers 
in a non-archimedean normed space E and posed some of the main problems in the non- 
archimedean theory of best simultaneous approximation. In this paper we prove, within the more 
general context of ultrametric spaces, the following results about Soares’s problems: E always 
admits Chebyshev centers. W is proximinal if and only if W verifies the relative Chebyshev center 
property in E. We show that the relative Chebyshev center property is closely related to spherical 
completeness. As a consequence of our results, we generalize some of the main theorems of [3]. 
Let E be an ultrametric space with ultrametric d (i.e. 
0, Y) 5 max {4x, z), 0, z)) 
for every x, y, z in E). If WC E and B is a non-empty bounded subset of E, the 
number radw(B)=infbEB (sup d(b, ) w : w E W} will be called the relative 
Chebyshev radius of B (with respect to W). If W=E, then we will write 
rad&B)=rad (B) and we will call it the Chebyshev radius of B. 
If we denote by 6(B) the diameter of B and by d(B, W) the distance between 
B and W, then the following useful expression for radw(B) can be obtained: 
1. THEOREM. Let E be an ultrametric space, let WCE and let B be a non- 
empty bounded subset of E. Then, 
rad&B) = max {6(B), d(B, W)}. 
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PROOF. Obviously, d(B, W) I radw(B). Furthermore, if there exist bl, b2 E B 
such that d(b,,b2)>radw(B), we can take WE W with d(b,,b,)>d(w,b,). 
Hence, d(b,, b,) = d(w, b2) which is impossible if 6(B) > rad&B). Thus, 
max {6(B), d(B, W)} 5 rad&B). 
Conversely, if every w E W is such that d(w, b) is a constant for all b E B, then 
it is clear that rad&B) = d(B, W). 
In the other case, there exist WE W and 6i, &E B such that d(w, b,)< 
c&w,&). Then, if supbEB d(w, b) = d(w, b,), clearly d(b,, be) = d(w, b,) I 6(B) 
and hence, rad&B) =6(B). If not, take (b,) C B verifying d(w, b,) < d(w, b2) < 
< ... <d(w,b,)c a.. and ~up,,~d(w,b,)=sup~~~d(w,b). Then, d&b,-i)= 
= d(w, b,) for every n EN and hence, SUP,~~ d(b,, b,,- ,) = supbEB d(w, b) I 
I 6(B). Therefore, rad&B) I max {6(B), d(B, W)}. 
It follows from the above theorem that if W,, W,cE are such that they 
have non-empty intersection with B, then radw,(B) = radw,(B) and it is equal 
to 6(B). 
Following again the standard notation, the elements WOE W where the in- 
fimum of rad&B) is attained will be called the relative Chebyshev centers of 
B (with respect to IV). We will denote by cent&B) the set of all such WOE W. 
If W= E, we will write cent (B) instead of centp(B) and it will be called the set 
of Chebyshev centers of B. 
We will say that WCE has the relative Chebyshev center property in E if 
cent&B)+0 for all non-empty bounded sets BcE. When W= E verifies this 
property, we will say that E admits Chebyshev centers. 
Finally, W will be called proximinal if cent&B) #0 for all B = {b} with 
beE. 
2. THEOREM. Let E be an ultrametric space, let WC E and let B be a non- 
empty bounded subset of E. Then, Wfl BC cent &B). Moreover, if rad&B) > 
>d(B, W) then cent w(B) f0. 
PROOF. First, let us suppose that Bfl W#0. Then, &B)zd(B, W) which 
implies rad&B) =6(B) (theorem 1). If XE Bn W, then 6(B) = supbpB d(x, b) = 
= rad&B). Thus, XE cent&B). 
Now, we assume that rad,(B)>d(B, W), then rad,(B) = 6(B) and there 
exist b. E B and w. E W such that d(b,, wo) < 6(B). Since 6(B) = supbsB d(bo, b), 
we can take b1 E B with d(b,, wo) < d(b,, b,). Then, 
4wo, b) 5 ma {4wo, bo), 4bo, 6)) 5 6(B) 
for every be B. Hence, supbeB d( wo, b) I rad &B) and w. E cent&B). 
In [3] M.Z.M.C. Soares posed the main problems in the non-archimedean 
theory of best approximation, which are in decreasing order of generality: 
PROBLEM I. Let WCE be given. Determine if W has the relative Chebyshev 
center property in E. In particular, determine if E admits Chebyshev centers. 
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PROBLEMII. Let WCE be given. Determine the class 9B of all non-empty sets 
BCE such that the relative Chebyshev center of B, cent&B), is non-empty. 
PROBLEM III. Let WCE be given. Determine if W is proximinal in E, i.e., 
determine if the class a of problem II contains all sets of the form B= {f}, 
feE. 
As a consequence of theorem 2, we are able to give a partial solution to 
problem I. 
3. THEOREM. Every ultrametric space admits Chebyshev centers. 
The following result shows the equivalence of the referred problems I and III. 
4. THEOREM. Let E be an ultrametric space and let WCE. Then, W is 
proximinal if and only if Wverifies the relative Chebyshev center property in E. 
PROOF. Let W be proximinal and let BCE be a non-empty bounded set. We 
will prove that cent&B) # 0. 
In view of theorem 2, it suffices to consider the case d(B)5 d(B, W). Since 
W is proximinal, for every b in B there exists wb E W such that d(b, W) = 
= d(b, wb). Then, d(B, W) = infbGb d(b, wb). If d(B, W) = d(b,, wbJ with bc E B 
it is easy to see that wqe cent&B) which implies that cent&B)#O. 
In the other case, there exist br, &E B such that d(B, W)cd(bl, wb,)< 
<d(b2, wb2). As d(b,, b2)16(B)<d(B, W), then d(b,, wb,)<d(bz, ws). This 
contradicts the definition of W&E W. 
Following [l], a set X of an ultrametric space E is called an immediate 
extension of a closed set WC E if WCX and d(b, W) <d(b, w) for every 
b EX- W, w E W. Obviously, W is proximinal if and only if W has no 
immediate proper extensions within E. Since complete ultrametric spaces which 
have no immediate proper extensions coincide with spherically complete ultra- 
metric spaces (see [l], theorem 2), the proximinality in E is a property closely 
related to the spherical completeness relative to E. This connexion is shown in 
theorem 6. 
Recall that a sequence (x,) of an ultrametric space E is said to be pseudo- 
Cauchy if there exists an n EN such that either x,, =x,,+ , =x,, +2 = **a or 
d(x,,x,+,)>d(x,+,,x,+2)> a** A pseudo-Cauchy sequence (x,) is pseudo- 
convergent to x E E if d(x,, x) I d(x,, x,, + I ) for all sufficiently large n EN. In 
this case x is called a pseudolimit of (x,,). 
5. DEFINITION. A subset W of an ultrametric space E is called relatively 
spherically complete in E if every pseudo-Cauchy sequence in W that has a 
pseudolimit in E also has one in W. 
6. THEOREM. Let E be an ultrametric space and let WCE. Then, W is 
proximinal if and only if W is relatively spherically complete in E. 
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PROOF. First, let us suppose that W is proximinal and let (w,) be a pseudo- 
Cauchy sequence in W with a pseudolimit b E E. Choose WE W such that 
d(b, w)=d(b, W). For large n EN, 
d(w, w,)lmax (4~ b), d(b, w,>} =W, w,)~d(w,, w,+ I). 
Thus, WE W is a pseudolimit of (w,). 
Conversely, suppose that W is not proximinal. Then there exists b E E such 
that d(b, W) < d(b, w) for every w E W. Take (w,) in W such that lim d(b, w,) = 
= d(b, W) and d(b, wi) > d(b, w2) > ... Then, d(w,, w, + i) = d(b, w,) for every 
n EN, so (w,) is pseudo-Cauchy, with b E E as a pseudolimit. Since W is rela- 
tively spherically complete, there exists a pseudolimit WE W of (w,). Then, 
d(b, w) I max {d(b, w,), d(w,, w)} = d(b, w,) and d(b, w) I inf,,,,, d(b, w,) = 
=d(b, W). Hence, W is proximinal. 
In particular, every ball and every spherically complete subset of E are proxi- 
minal. Also if E is spherically complete, every proximinal subset W of E must 
be spherically complete. 
Now, we apply the preceding theorems in some particular cases. We will 
denote by K a field with a non-trivial non-archimedean valuation 1.1 for which 
it is complete. 
7. COROLLARY. Let E be a non-archimedean normed space over K and let 
WC E be an orthocomplemented subspace. Then, W has the relative Chebyshev 
center property in E. 
PROOF. Since W is orthocomplemented in E, it is easy to prove that W is 
proximinal (if P is an orthoprojection from E onto W, P(x) Ecent&{x>)). 
Apply theorem 4 to conclude. 
If E is a C-algebra over K, i.e., if E=C,(X) where X is a O-dimensional 
locally compact Hausdorff space (see [2], p. 213) and W is a closed subalgebra 
of E, we obtain: 
8. COROLLARY. Let X be a O-dimensional locally compact Hausdorff space. 
Let W be a closed subalgebra of C,(X). Then, W has the relative Chebyshev 
center property in C,(X). 
PROOF. As W is orthocomplemented in the algebra C,(X) (see [2], p. 217), 
we can apply corollary 7. 
In [3], Soares studies the Banach spaces C&X, E) of all continuous func- 
tions from X into the non-archimedean Banach space E which vanish at infinity 
(i.e., when the field K is substituted for an arbitrary non-archimedean Banach 
space E in C,(X)). For this kind of spaces she obtains some results about 
Chebyshev centers and radii (theorems 3.8 to 3.11). Our theorem 4 implies that 
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her theorems 3.9 and 3.11 remain valid for all non-empty bounded set B. Also, 
by our theorem 3, one can drope the hypothesis of iV having Chebyshev centers 
in her theorems 3.8 and 3.9. 
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